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THE MEANING OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

Ron Plain 
Extension Economist 

This paper is intended to provide an introduction to the topic of 
industrialization of agriculture. The subtitle of this year's Breimyer 
seminar hints at the meaning of industrialization: Changes in Struc
ture, Ownership and Control. There is no one definition of industrial
ization. 

In my mind there is a clear distinction between the mechanization 
of agriculture that took place in the first half of this century and 
the industrialization that has started in the second half of the 1990s. 

Mechanization of agriculture allowed one person to do more. 
acres per farm increased, dollars per farmer increased. But the 
ness structure of farming changed little. The farmer owned the 
made the decisions and did the work. By u.s. business standards, 
remained very small. 

Thus, 
busi
land, 
farms 

Industrialization of agriculture, like mechanization, produces 
larger farms. However, under the industrial model the farm owner, the 
farm manager, and the farm worker are different people. This separa
tion of responsibility allows farms to become very large. By u.s. 
business standards, a few farms have grown to be mid-sized firms. 

Several statistics help to describe the changes that have been 
taking place in American agriculture. Data follow. 

Number of farms. The number of u.s. farms increased from the 
founding of the republic until 1920 (table 1) . The number turned down, 
only to increase again during the Great Depression to a new peak in 
1935. A peak of 6. 8 million in 1935 was followed by a continuous 
decline. Persons who now worry about social disruption resulting from 
a likely further decline in farm numbers due to industrialization 
should note that between 1935 and the latest ag census in 1992, our 
nation lost 4,887,050 farms, more than twice the number that remain 
today. Also noteworthy is that farm numbers declined faster during the 
1950s than at any time since, including the farm crisis years of the 
mid-1980s. 

As farm size has increased, so have sales per farm. 
adjusted for inflation, average farm sales are now more 
times the level of 1954. Table 2 also clearly shows the 
years of the 1970s. 

Even when 
than three 
big income 

Perhaps the biggest change in America's farms during this century 
has been the shift from highly diversified farms to highly specialized 
ones. Table 3 shows the sharp reduction in percentage of farms 
reporting various crops and species of livestock. 

Why have farms specialized? I can identify two primary reasons. 
First, efficiency -- a farm can't do 500 things as well as it can 101 
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Table 1 
Farm Numbers and Average Acreage, Census Years 1850-1992 

United states United States Missouri 

Number of Acres per Number of Acres per Number of Acres per 
Year farms farm Year farms farm farms farm 

1850 1,449,073 203 1930 6,295,103 157 255,940 132 
1860 2,044,077 199 1935 6,812,350 155 278,454 126 

w 1870 2,659,985 153 1940 6,102,417 174 256,100 136 
1880 4,008,907 134 1945 5,859,169 195 242,934 145 
1890 4,564,641 136 1950 5,388,437 216 230,045 153 
1900 5,739,657 147 1954 4,782,416 242 201,614 170 
1910 6,306,044 138 1959 3,710,503 303 168,672 197 
1920 6,453,991 148 1964 3,157,857 352 147,315 222 
1925 6,371,640 145 1969 2,730,250 389 137,067 237 

1974 2,314,013 440 115,711 258 
1978 2,257,775 449 114,963 262 
1982 2,240,976 440 112,447 260 
1987 2,087,759 462 106,105 275 
1992 1,925,300 491 98,082 291 

Source: U.S. census of Agriculture 



.p:. 

Table 2 
u.s. Average Sales of Farm Products per Farm, Census Years 1954-92 

Value of sales per farm Value of sales per farm 

Current 1994 Current 
Year dollars dollars Year dollars 

1954 5,153 28,389 1978 47,424 
1959 8,218 41,852 1982 58,858 
1964 11,176 53,428 1987 65,165 
1969 16,689 67,393 1992 84,459 
1974 35,231 105,907 

source: U.S. Census of Agriculture 

Year 

1920 
1950 
1964 
1974 
1982 
1992 

Source: 

Corn 

76.6 

43.8 

31.9 
26.2 

Table 3 
Percentage of u.s. Farms Reporting Selected Crops and Livestock, 

Census Years 1920-92 

crop Livestock 

Milk 
Wheat Soybeans Cotton Tobacco Cattle Hogs production 

34.5 n.a. n.a. n.a. 83.1 75.2 69.2 
75.5 56.0 67.8 

23.4 17.7 10.3 10.5 72.3 34.2 35.9 
65.0 20.3 17.4 

19.9 22.8 1.7 8.0 
15.2 19.8 1.8 6.5 55.8 9.9 8.1 

u.s. Census of Agriculture 

1994 
dollars 

107,795 
90,391 
85,013 
89,215 

Sheep Chickens 

8.4 90.5 
6.0 78.3 
7.4 38.3 
4.7 13.7 

4.2 4.6 



things. Second, employees -- a farm can't afford the quality of labor 
needed to handle a complex job. Specialization simplifies operations. 

Proprietary Status. According to census data, the overwhelming 
majority of U.S. farms are sole proprietorships. Missouri has fewer 
farm corporations than most states. In 1992 only 2. 3 percent of 
Missouri farms were incorporated. In Nebraska, for example, 6.4 per
cent of farms are corporate. 

Partnership and corporate farms are larger than sole proprietor
ships. In 1992 the value of sales from corporate farms in the United 
States was almost 12 times that from sole proprietorships. In Missouri 
the ratio was only a little less (table 4). 

Missouri has relatively few farms, as of 1992, with sales greater 
than $5 million. 

Missouri's Corporate Farming Law. Farm corporations can be cate
gorized in various ways. For example, the IRS recognizes Subchapter c, 
Subchapter s, and Subchapter T corporations. 

Missouri has a corporate farm law. Its general prohibition, 
however, is rendered scarcely effective by 20 exceptions. Among accep
table corporate farms are all family farm corporations, corporate 
poultry, nursery, vegetable, and fish farms -- and so on. By a law 
enacted recently, corporate swine farms are permitted in Mercer, 
Putnam, and Sullivan counties. 

Other Structural Chanqes. Farms have changed in several other 
ways related to the industrialization of agriculture. One is increased 
dependence on purchased inputs. Farm purchases are a much higher 
percent of farm sales now than in the past. Many farms today are in 
the value added business. A second change is the manifest increase in 
contract production. Traditionally, a farmer's income depended upon 
production and market price and not the terms of a contract. 

More often than before, farmers are entering into agreements to 
produce under contractual arrangements in which the farmer's income is 
dependent upon productivity measures according to a pre-arranged 
formula and not commodity market prices. 

As a last comment, I acknowledge that discussions of the indus
trialization of agriculture can be difficult because of differences in 
terminology. One example is vertical integration, which is sometimes 
looked at broadly but can be confined more narrowly to combining two or 
more levels in production and/ or marketing,, within the same firm. 

I would define a family farm as one in which all the owners are 
related parties. The Missouri corporate farm law defines a family farm 
as any unincorporated farm. 
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Table 4 
Selected Data on u.s. and Missouri Farms by Type of Proprietorship, 1992 

Number of farms 
Percent of Average size Average sales per with sales over 

farms (acres) farm (dollars) $5 million 
Proprietary Type u.s. Missouri u.s. Missouri u.s. Missouri u.s. Missouri 

()) 

Sole Proprietorship 85.9 88.5 366 262 53,155 34,917 242 1 
Partnership 9.7 8.7 818 434 156,972 79,292 307 4 
Corporate 3.8 2.3 1692 855 608,803 254,532 1267 10 

Family-held 
1-10 members 3.3 2.0 1608 881 473,823 228,883 697 3 
11 or more members 0.1 0.1 5597 924 532,952 246,855 170 2 

Other 
1-10 members 0.4 0.2 1152 565 941,416 329,527 240 1 
11 or more members 0.1 -- 3524 814 1,217,652 156,379 160 4 

Other 0.6 0.5 5280 361 97,671 31,299 22 0 



I would define a corporate farm as any farm that is incorporated. 
The Missouri corporate farm law provides 20 exceptions to its 
definition, as I have noted. 

I would define a farmer as someone involved in the raising of 
crops, livestock, or poultry for food or fiber. Neil Hamilton, Ag Law 
professor at Drake University, has argued that only owner-manager
workers are deserving of the title "farmer." With industrialized agri
culture the functions of ownership, management and farm work are 
separate. Thus, according to Professor Hamilton, industrialized farms 
have no farmers at all. 

Summary 

In order to preserve the traditional nature of farming many 
persons wish to erect barriers to entering farming. They would provide 
tight constraints on who could own farms, how big farms could be, and 
what activities farms could engage in. The industrialization of 
agriculture is a very emotional issue. For most people who remember 
how farming used to be, recent changes in farm structure are painful. 
Two quotes come to mind that I feel are relevant to this issue. The 
first is from J.A. Schumpter. I offer it to those non-farmers who 
study industrialization: "creative destruction is the natural result 
of capitalism." The second is from Winston Churchill and I offer it to 
farmers who are struggling to deal with industrialization: "take 
change by the hand or it will take you by the throat." 
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INDUSTRIALIZATION IN SWINE PRODUCTION 

Glenn Grimes 
Professor and Extension Economist Emeritus 

The hog industry continues to move to large-scale production. The number of producers selling fewer than 1,000 hogs annually declined 73 
percent between 1969 and 1992; the number selling more than 1,000 head increased by 320 percent (table 1). As recently as 1988, producers 
selling fewer than 1,000 head accounted for 32 percent of u.s. market
ings, and those selling 50,000 or more were 7 percent of the total. By 
1994, the relative proportions had changed sharply (table 2}. 

Contractors continue to increase their share of u.s. production. 
In 1994 contractors produced nearly 24 percent of u.s. production, up 
from 15.6 percent in 1991. However, not all the hogs produced by contractors are produced under contract. In 1994 contractors produced nearly 70 percent of their production under a contract. Thus, 16.6 percent _of u.s. production was done under a contract. 

Contractors are much more common among very large farms than among smaller ones. 

Hog producers are networking with one another to gain some of the 
advantages of scale. · In 1994, 9. 2 percent of producers selling 1, 000 
head or more were involved with some networking activity. Producers network with groups that include feed dealers, feed manufacturers, packers, veterinarians, and grain producers. Networking is much more 
common among contractors than independent producers. 

Among activities involving networking are joint marketing, joint purchasing, multiplying seedstock, sharing data, and split production. 

Of medium size producers, nearly 43 percent were profitable in 
1994, according to data of our study. Another 27 percent were near 
breakeven and over 30 percent lost money. 

In the areas of relatively large hog production, producers have 
several opportunities as to method of pricing slaughter hogs. Table 3 
shows the percentage of the producers involved in the different proce
dures in pricing their hogs. Those selling over one-half million hogs 
annually reported either formula pricing or "other." The "other" was mostly transfer price where the producer also owned a packing plant. 

In an effort to quantify the factors that limit the expansion of hog operations, a survey question asked producers to check those items 
in table 4 that limited their plans for expansion. The three items 
that changed most between 1991 and 1994 were lack of profit, labor 
hassle, and lack of a competitive market outlet. 

The odds appear overwhelming for the larger hog production firms 
to continue to increase their share of the industry. As the structure 
of the production segment of the industry changes it will influence and 
change the industry. 
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Source: 

Year 

1969 

1978 

1982 

1987 

1992 

Table 1 
Number of Hog Farms Selling Fewer or 

More than 1,000 Head 

Number of head 

1 to 1,000 1,000 or more 

597,600 6,600 

454,700 15,800 

293,400 21,700 

215,000 24,000 

160,400 27,750 

U.S. Census of Agriculture 

Table 2 
U.S. Hog Marketings by Volume per Producer 

Percent of U.S. total 

Number of head 
marketed 1988 1991 1994 

Under 1,000 32 23 18 

1,000 - 1,999 19 20 17 

2,000 - 2,999 11 13 12 

3,000 - 4,999 10 12 12 

5,000 - 9,999 9 10 12 

10,000 - 49,999 12 13 13 

50,000+ 7 9 17 

Source: University of Missouri, Pork '95, NPPC, Pig Improvement Co., 
DeKalb Swine, MFA Livestock, and A.L. Laboratories Study. 
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Table 3 
Methods Used to Price Slaughter Hogs, by Producer Size 

Pricing Method 

Number of head Shared 
marketed Market Formula Fixed Risk Other 

- Percent -

1,000 - 1,999 79 10 3 -- 8 

2,000 - 2,999 79 9 2 -- 9 

3,000 - 4,999 72 17 4 1 5 

5,000 - 9,999 65 23 3 2 6 

10,000 - 49,999 55 31 5 4 5 

50,000 - 499,999 23 64 3 4 5 

500,000+ 0 88 0 0 12 

Source: University of Missouri, Pork '95, NPPC, Pig Improvement Co., DeKalb 
Swine, MFA Livestock, and A.L. Laboratories Study. 

Table 4 
Limits to Hog Producers' Expansion 

Percent of Producers 

Percent of 1994 
Limitation 1991 1994 marketings 

None 12.4 6.9 5.1 

Lack of profit 42.2 58.1 51.8 

Environmental hassle 41.9 31.1 34.2 

Local opposition n.a. 13.7 17.9 

Labor hassle 43.0 28.2 30.0 

Facility loans 26.6 28.2 27.9 

Operating loans 15.3 16.8 18.3 

Competitive outlets 18.4 24.5 18.0 

No successor 17.0 17.0 12.6 

Other 9.0 3.5 2.9 

Source: University of Missouri, Pork '95, NPPC, Pig Improvement Co., DeKalb 
Swine, MFA Livestock, and A.L. Laboratories Study. 
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INDUSTRIALIZATION IN CROP PRODUCTION: 
PATENTING OF GERMPLASM 

Jerry Nelson and Bill Wiebold 
Department of Agronomy 

We appreciate the opportunity to contribute an agronomic perspec
tive to this seminar. Unquestionably, adoption of crop production 
technology has economic factors that are strongly involved. We want to 
present an overview on the transition from economic returns from 
research as going largely to the farmer, to the new era where the 
returns are shared between industry and the farmer. 

Agronomic research and agronomic technology-adoption have tradi
tionally had primarily a production focus. Attention has centered on 
getting the farm-produced product to the farm gate, but that production 
focus has given way dramatically during the last few years. We would 
like, however, to address production first, and then move up to date on 
what has been happening more recently. 

One point to be made right away is that crop production is highly 
site specific. Differences among soils, topography, temperatures, 
photoperiod, and even cultural history have a big influence on where 
crops are being grown and where they can be grown. For this reason 
areas are delineated rather clearly for crop adaptation and culture 
such as those for wheat production and the corn belt. 

A second observation takes the management factor into account. 
The manager has a highly important role as he deals with issues 
associated with environmental factors and the way a crop is grown. 

Also noteworthy is that in contrast with livestock products, in 
general wheat as a commodity, as a grain, is reasonably similar when 
grown over a range of environments. It has an amazing forgiveness 
system such that under a low yield environment or even a high yield 
environment the plant develops a quite similar composition of the 
grain. This general stability of grain composition has allowed us to 
put much emphasis on · production issues, but it also raises other 
questions; we will introduce other considerations later. 

Not so far back in history public research had the major control 
over the technologies that were available in crop production. This has 
changed fast recently as industry and industrialization have become 
deeply involved in research activities, particularly in development and 
application of technologies. 

A short-term for what we are about to say, borrowed from 
economists, is vertical coordination. We will review the interaction 
and coordination among various "actors" in agronomic research, often 
using corn and the soybean as illustrations. This is different from 
the vertical integration in canola, for example, where a large 
proportion of the production, delivery, and processing system is linked 
managerially. 
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Let's go back to the early history of crops, mainly grain crops. Largely harvested by hand, they had a tall growth habit; and they had to be harvested within a rather narrow range of time. They were prone to shatter. They had multiple products and uses -- grain, stover, etc. During the 1920s and 1930s genetics emerged as a scientific discipline and plant breeders found it possible to make plant performance much more specific. With less shattering, for example, mechanical harvesting became possible. In the 1940s and 1950s newer technologies emerged. 

But technologies are not 
born in a vacuum. The chart 
recognizes the contribution of 
plant breeding (including 
genetics) -- the top arrow. The 
lower arrow is crop management. 
In the center is another line, 
which begins midway; it is 
industry. We begin with inter
action between the upper and 
lower bars. A new technology 
introduced at one level can 
become the cause of change at the 
other level (i.e., a new manage
ment practice allows the breeder 
to make an advance, or vice
versa). It is not surprising 
that industry eventually saw this 
and became part of the action. 

Let us illustrate with a couple of examples. Early grain crops were tall. Why? They offered more competition to weeds and gave better weed control. They had not only a grain product but also straw or fodder -- more important then than now. When shorter crops were selected, herbicides were needed. We knew that shorter crops were more responsive to nitrogen fertilizer, leading to a different fertility regime. It's easy to see how industry began to tie in. These developments allowed narrow rows, which brought changed design of machinery. But also there were constraints. What is feasible in machine design limits what can be bred for corn or cotton plants. 
A sequence followed: corn breeders said they could produce shorter hybrids that were adapted to high plant population; by reducing barrenness, the adapted plants would produce an ear. The manager then said that he wanted to start planting earlier so as to take advantage of high light in mid-season for grain fill. Now we are linking up; we can see the point of origin for the gene pools that are coming from industry; also for the technologies that are coming out of the herbicide areas. The agricultural engineering and the producers of herbicides and fungicides are tying into the production package in a direct way. 

So we arrived at the opportunity for early planting, only to be confronted with problems of chilling injury. The breeder then devel-
12 



oped lines that can tolerate chilling. We get into tillage problems 
due to the need for early planting -- we went into reduced tillage well 
ahead of the conservation era. This meant we had to shift our weed 
control from before planting to after planting, requiring better post
emergent herbicides. And industry responded with better materials. 
Thus we have the oscillation back and forth among technologies, but all 
the time we could see industry's having a firmer role and imposing 
constraints on the flexibilities that were really there. 

Then something happened. Major activity in plant breeding began 
to move away from the public sector and its linkage with management, 
and closer to industry. The issue of intellectual property rights was 
introduced and accepted; what we are talking about is patenting. The 
first evidence of this came through when plant breeders started to look 
at protection of varieties, a relatively innocent but highly important 
factor that came in early. In 1970 the Plant Variety Protection Act 
was enacted. This gave the breeder, either public or private, protec
tion over a specific variety. The problem had been that industry could 
put together a variety, the crop would be planted, and the next genera
tion of that crop could be replanted or sold by the farmer, ending 
return to the developer of the variety. So protection was sought. The 
new law allowed the farmer to save the seed for his own use, or sell it 
to his neighbor. But "neighbor" was not defined -- he could be in a 
far off state. Even though this loophole caused much unhappiness, most 
of the crops in Missouri are now planted to private varieties. (Corn 
and sorghum, 100 percent, cotton 90 percent, alfalfa, soybean and wheat 
a little less.) 

Meanwhile, something else was happening. It was the biotechnology 
revolution. In 1985 there came a significant point of departure with 
the passage of the plant patenting law. The biotech people were 
interested in more than varietal protection. They took one step 
further and looked at plant patenting. It's interesting that when they 
looked at the patenting process they went beyond just the gene or the 
plant. They patented the product or concept so as to make it the 
utility instead of the gene itself or the genetics of the plant that 
was protected. It was a subtle decision at the time but is important 
now. For example, if we look at what Monsanto talks about with 
Roundup-ready soybeans, it doesn't make any difference what the gene is 
-- in other words, another company can't put a different gene in the 
base to make it Roundup-ready -- it's the concept, the utility, of 
Roundup-readiness that is patented. Similarly, if another company 
comes up with a high protein soybean, it's the concept of high protein. 
It doesn't make any difference which gene causes it; it's the concept, 
the utility of the high protein soybean that carries the patent. This 
was thought to give more protection for the industrial revolution, and 
it does. The new law also attached some constraints. The farmer is 
not allowed to use a patented germplasm himself the following year, and 
of course can not legally sell it. 

In 1994 the plant variety protection rules were changed again, 
updating the 1970 law. Much agitation had arisen over the 1970 rules 
about using one's seed a second year or selling it, and over variable 
enforcement. The patenting law had stricter rules. A sentiment 
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expressed was, "This brown bagging (the term used for selling to a 
"neighbor") has got to stop. We'll allow saving seed for one's own 
use, but disallow selling it. " This was another important step in 
protecting varieties that are not covered by a utility patent. 
Enforcement began, and the issue has become important where varietal 
protection is concerned. 

Another issue that comes up is called trade secrets. Private and 
public plant breeders had been getting along very well for a long time. 
When the Plant Protection Acts were first enacted, a variety was made 
available on the market, subject only to some restrictions on its use. 
But when patenting followed, suddenly researchers became more 
restricted in what they really wanted to show one another. Our plant 
breeders here at the University of Missouri can buy Roundup-ready 
germplasm from the company. But if our breeders develop a variety, a 
royalty for every pound used will go back to that company. So not only 
is it necessary to buy the rights to use the patented germplasm, but we 
must also pay a royalty as our variety is marketed. This changes some 
things, and particularly communication about the relation of a utility 
patent to a gene. 

Yet another complication is that if a company patents a particular 
variety, the patent will run out in a few years. It will then be open 
to everyone. That in turn will bring new problems. This further 
causes industry to depend more on trade secrets. The firm does not 
identify a gene, and reveal what it is, until it is incorporated in a 
patent; then protection is possible much longer. 

So the free exchange of 
germplasm between public and 
private breeders has begun to 
diminish. More of the develop
mental work will be shifted in a 
private direction. To take all 

. this further, the complexion is 
changed again. On the far right 
side of the chart, underneath 
"industry," is a short arrow 
called "markets." That's what is 
really going to cause future 
changes so far as crop produc
tion, and industrialization, are 
concerned. With specialized 
markets an industry can keep the 
identity of a particular germ
plasm separate and work it into a 
market system. 

Moreover, for now the various participants in the production 
system (those involved in herbicides, fungicides, equipment, and so on) 
are separate firms. Even so, they are necessarily linked together -
coordinated -- more tightly than before; but they are not vertically 
integrated. We can't be sure the situation will remain that way. 
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Yet another issue has come along. We mull over sustainabili ty and 
environmental issues and what i~ "socially acceptable." It's interest
ing to ask how we are going to deal with pesticide issues and so on -
we will come back with an example and explain how that works -- as well 
as to address what is socially acceptable. For example, let us 
consider the Roundup-ready soybean. First we recognize that Monsanto 
spent a lot of money on the bovine somatotropin (BST) issue and felt 
comfortable in believing that the American public was ready to accept 
genetically engineered materials -- in this case the Roundup-ready 
soybean. In fact, it had reason to be comfortable regarding the 
soybean. Monsanto had had some experience, because it followed the 
line of CalGene with its release of the Flavr-Savr tomato, which won 
good public acceptance. In contrast, though, the one thing Monsanto 
and some of the other people did not understand is that other countries 
were developing social acceptance of biotechnology more slowly than the 
United States. Much of our soybean output goes not to the United 
states but elsewhere. The Japanese are especially sensitive to having 
genetically engineered soybeans in their market. So keep alert; in 
January 1996 Monsanto will try to resolve the problem in the Japanese 
market; otherwise, the genetically engineered soybeans will have to be 
crushed separately from the regular soybeans, and marketing channels 
will have to be kept independent. 

Among other social issues to be dealt with as we drive this system 
along are the environmental ones. If environmental regulations 
establish an aura around industrial technologies, what can be done? We 
offer an example. We are concerned in crop production systems about 
residue management and are desirous of a winter cover for erosion 
control. What can we do? We can seed cover crops, a management 
strategy. What are the biotechnology people thinking about? They are 
thinking about high lignin corn stalks, which break down much more 
slowly. The composition of the soybean stem or leaves can be altered 
so as to provide a different residue, one that is slower to break down. 
It is possible to genetically engineer soil microorganisms that will 
have an influence. So it won't be long until we may be able to buy the 
seed or the soil amendment that will give us our residue management 
solutions. 

· We have environmental concerns with nitrate. What can happen 
here? At the same time that we are concerned about nitrate in our 
soils, and nitrate in our water supplies, the crop breeder is 
interested in extending the grain-filling period for the crop. If we 
plant early, we have a longer growing season. The transition from 
vegetative to reproductive growth comes earlier, and then we hope the 
plant has a longer period of seed production. Thus, the plant has to 
maintain its green leaves longer. Traditionally, the plant will take 
the nitrogen out of stalk and leaves to be transported to the seed. 
That is a good factor in terms of reducing the nitrogen going into 
residue but it shortens the life of the leaf. If we want that residue 
to be retained, we don't want very much nitrogen in it. But if we want 
a long grain-fill period, we are going to have to keep more nitrogen in 
the plant leaves. How is all of that going to be resolved? This is a 
question we need to continue to discuss. 
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Another social issue is manure management, and it generally involves cropping systems. Gee, that's simple! Pile it up and put it on the ground. But if we follow social and environmental trends all around the world, particularly in Europe, it's going to cause serious objections. It's going to take new technologies, new ways of handling manure, to resolve the issue. For example, in Europe most manure will be injected below the soil to reduce odor, runoff, and nitrogen loss to the air. And at what time of year are we going to be able to inject that manure? That's another question, and how is that going to tie back in with the management practices we are trying to put together in crop production? 

The last subject we want to mention briefly is special uses for crops. This is going to be a small niche to begin with. But some special things that can be done are going to introduce unique dimensions. Fuel crops, for example, or medicinal crops, may exhibit a lot more of a trend toward vertical integration. Other examples are high-oil soybeans, altered starches in grain crops or potatoes, a soybean with lower saturated fatty acids (oil) or high levels of methionine in the protein, plants that produce specific polyesters for plastics, and plants that produce human vaccines. 

So in the current environment we have a series of industrial technologies that really are driving forces, and those industrial components and machinery have a big role to play in the way our crops are managed. Now it is shifting so that not only the seed but the product or market is defined. And the public and governmental roles are emerging. 

Within the whole range of governmental regulations that we need to be concerned about, the farmer is going to have a role. And again, since crop production is site specific and is not readily translatable, management skills are a valuable factor. We are not so sure we are going to reduce the farmer to just a worker status as far as crop production is concerned. Much more likely, he is going to be a manager. That manager will have to know a lot about crop-specific site considerations so that the best technology can be applied, in order to be competitive. 

We conclude with an added note on the Roundup-ready soybean issue. A key factor is that we don't know the source of the gene for Roundup resistance. It is suspected that it may have come from a pond of water where a lot of Roundup ended up, and a microorganism was able to tolerate it. The microorganism survived, and the gene that metabolized the Roundup was taken out and put in the soybean. So this is one of those little things we really don't know. More of this type of technology is going to come, and we are going to depend a little more on blind faith. The managerial role will be to figure out how we can use the technology to adapt to our system, but it is going to take some highly educated people to really make these managerial decisions as we start looking at the way industry is coordinating crop production. 
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THE FORCES DRIVING AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIALIZATION 

Harold F. Breimyer 
Professor and Extension Economist Emeritus 

Preachers who find themselves in a ceremonial situation commonly 
bid for sober attention by using the phrase, "Brethren, we are gathered 
together on this solemn occasion ..•. " The occasion is then identified 
as the joining of two persons in holy matrimony, or paying respect to 
a departed soul. A wedding or a funeral. 

I suggest that such an invocation fits my addressing my assigned 
topic. I am not trying to be clever. The subject of our seminar is 
indeed sobering, or ought to be. It has to do with the future make-up 
not only of our agriculture, but to considerable extent of all rural 
America. I am not sure, though, whether the ceremony is a marriage, of 
corporate industry with traditional farming, or a burial of the kind of 
farming system we have had since our country's colonial days. In other 
words, is it an alliance or a total takeover? 

I begin in this way in order to divert attention from the bits and 
pieces of the complicated issue of the industrialization of agricul
ture. We could ask who will raise pigs and where should the manure go 
and ought the U.S. government finance more young farmers and does 
Nebraska's Initiative 300 have something to offer. These are relevant 
questions yet secondary. The primary question is what the basic 
structure of our agriculture is to be or, as we phrased it so often in 
Extension meetings, "Who will own and control u.s. agriculture?" 

There is no reason to presuppose that farmers will. Maybe they 
will, and maybe they won't. 

Let me first summarize my main points. 

The issue itself is ancient. It is not new in our time. 
Human beings have always faced the question of how to manage the 
resources available to them for their sustenance. Philosophers of old 
posed the issue in terms of Man versus Nature. Generally, Nature was 
supreme. She set the rules. Human beings had to conform. It was all 
fairly simple. 

Historians tell us that our era in history began with the 
fall of Constantinople in l453. It set in motion the renaissance and 
voyages of discovery but also, so important to us at this seminar, the 
scientific and industrial revolutions. Those so-called revolutions put 
new technology and resources in the hands of Man but extracted their 
Faustian bargain: they attached much heavier burdens of management and 
control, leading eventually to the issue of the control function of 
government that is so divisive today. 

As a passing comment, the renaissance also led to the Protestant 
Reformation, which played a role in democratizing knowledge. Are we 
now well enough educated to manage our affairs wisely? I sometimes 
wonder. 
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My third point is that by design and happenstance the 
founders of our nation established a farming system that is notable for 
two features: the opportunity for the man or woman who farms the land 
to own and control at least some of it; and access to open markets that 
farmers can rely on, and that in a broader sense give direction to the 
food production and delivery sector of our economy. In other words, 
owner-operatorship, and a market system. 

Markets open to everyone are a commendable human institution and 
should not be abandoned without cause. If they disappear from our farm 
and food system, so will that system itself, for markets are its 
anchor. 

Of course I must say that the traditional structure is under 
more challenge now than ever before. The greatest pressure, though, 
arises not internally but externally. It's just a matter of bringing 
farming and the food system into what is going on generally. The 
entire economy, with mergers running wild, is being concentrated in 
ever fewer hands. That is happening in agribusiness too; and now 
farming is being enveloped, partly by ownership and partly by 
contractual integration. This is the heart of what is going on. 

If the industrial form takes over completely, also vanishing 
from the agricultural scene will be all the trappings that go with it: 
colleges of agriculture, agricultural extension, farmer cooperatives, 
all farm programs. However, the regulatory role of government will be 
expanded. As to farmers and farm families, some will retain their land 
but will lose control. A few thousand farmers will move into 
managerial positions in the new corporate structure. But most of the 
work in farming will be done by wage workers, many of them Hispanics. 

Perhaps I should have mentioned my last point first. It asks 
why it all matters; or, more specifically, by what criteria do we form 
a judgment about industrialization of agriculture? It is not a matter 
of efficiency in producing our food. With our grand resources our 
people will be well fed irrespective of who does the farming and on 
what terms. It seems to me that the issue has much to do with the 
aspirations of the human beings who contribute to supplying our food 
and natural fiber. I quote often the wisdom of the late economist
philosopher John Brewster, who said that once their minimum needs for 
food and shelter are met, what human beings value most is their own 
self-worth, their sense of respect in their own eyes and the eyes of 
others. We call it a matter of status. I leave it to others to say 
whether such criteria are held widely. Maybe they are confined to 
Brewster and Breimyer and a few sociologists. That could be the case, 
but I doubt it is. 

Man and Nature 

I do not have enough time to examine each of my six points at 
length. I will touch on a few. 

As to Man and Nature, of course early man saw Nature as almost 
supreme. She provided sun and rain and soil, and controlled the 
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sequence of the seasons and even of night and day. She also gave us 
living things, which too had their own chronology of conception, birth, 
maturization, and death. 

Man's role was primarily to conform to and nurture Nature. Nature 
herself did much of the managing. People had to accept the natural 
cadence in cultivating their crops and raising their animals. However, 
they did have some latitude as to whether and how they protected their 
crops and livestock, and their resources of soil and water. They often 
were under religious admonition to do both well. 

The industrial revolution freed mankind of some of Nature's 
restraints. It substituted human control. Whether that is an 
unmitigated blessing is a proper question. In my last Extension letter 
I asked if it would be good if rainfall were subject to human control. 

Let me make clear at once that in no sense am I about to glorify 
the "natural" element in our husbandry. I have no patience with 
Rousseau's idea of the noble savage. In fact, through most of human 
history the land system was viciously exploitive. In Europe during the 
Middle Ages serfdom prevailed, and the low status of its serfs led the 
colonists and then the citizens of the new United States to insist on 
the kind of land and farming system we have had ever since. 

The industrial revolution brought major changes, yet not as many 
as may be supposed. It did not remove nature from our farming. It was 
more additive than substitutive. It super-imposed industrial processes 
and management style on a base that is still constituted of the 
protoplasm of living plants and animals. 

But I want to develop further the negative features of indus
trialization in general. I have said often in Extension meetings that 
unmixed blessings are few in the universe. Industrialization is not 
one of them. The legacy of the industrial revolution that enters most 
into debates about the future of our agriculture is the complexity and 
the precision of industrial processes, the virtual regimentation they 
impose, and the large scale organization and hierarchial management 
control they necessarily lead to. Industrial processes very often 
carry dangers, risks; and almost as often they pollute. These side 
effects lead in turn to instruments of social control that are being 
fought about so noisily these days. I'll wager that 90 percent of the 
regulatory authority of government that is being objected to relates to 
materials and processes of industrial origin, including the industrial 
portion of farming. 

Because industrial processes require controlled order they create 
a strong pressure for large scale organization and tight management 
fro~ the t?P ?own. T?e indust~ial system is implicitly hierarchial. 
An 1.ndustr1.al1.zed agr1.culture w1.ll conform. It will have no room for 
a tier of open markets; management will be done mainly by executive 
order. That's the way it is in industrialization and no one should be 
surprised by it. 
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our Historical Dedication to Proprietary Farming 

I said earlier that our founding fathers deliberately chose a 
farming system that would give the man or woman on the land a status 
that serfdom had denied. Clearly, it was easy to do that when half a 
continent of good farmland lay available. 

But our new nation was scarcely underway when new tools and 
technology were introduced into agriculture -- the beginning of 
industrialization -- posing the kind of problem we are struggling with 
today. What happened? What did leaders of that time choose to do? 
They did something that both farmers and educators seem reluctant to 
acknowledge. They made it public policy to accept industrialization 
and adapt it to the proprietary farmer, while at the same time taking 
various steps to protect him, and the system, against takeover. So it 
was that agricultural experiment stations and extension services were 
charged with keeping the individual farmer up to date on technology. 
They have done so magnificently. Secondly, access to finance capital 
was eased by cooperative credit and later by supervised government 
loans. Thirdly, the system of markets was regulated so that the 
individual farmer could sell in them without being hoodwinked. And 
farmers' own cooperatives were given at least a degree of support. 
Fourth and last, ever since 1933 federal price support programs have 
protected proprietary farmers against the worst financial pressures 
arising from weak commodity markets. 

As a parenthetical note in passing, some of us are a little 
surprised that the public role, long so influential in supporting our 
traditional agriculture, has turned passive or, in some cases, 
antagonistic. It is also noteworthy that here at Missouri and in a 
number of other Land Grant universities, Extension education in public 
policy has withered. Policy education on the Missouri campus is only 
a fraction of what it was when I joined the faculty. 

This seminar is of course consistent with the educational role of 
the College and of Extension. Whether, after 23 years, it will 
continue is an open question. 

I have already made the point that if our traditional agriculture 
comes to an end, colleges of agriculture and various other institutions 
will disapp~ar into oblivion. Maybe they will deserve it. 

A Resume on Pressures for Change 

I conclude this paper with a resume on what underlies the current 
crisis in the organizational structure of agriculture, and with a touch 
of futurism. 

I have preferred to put the matter in terms not of who struck John 
but of broad historical forces and trends. Thirty-one years ago I told 
a national audience that the driving force in structural change was not 
technology but finance-capital requirements and "the pressure to 
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integrate farm production into the product differentiation struggle." 1 

I contend that these are still the strongest outside forces that are 
undercutting our traditional agriculture. That the cost of buying land 
keeps thousands of capable young people out of farming is obvious 
enough. Unless a young man or woman inherits a wad of money, a big 
wad, he or she will likely resort to tenancy or, at best, part 
ownership. or the farmer may own some land but ease his financing 
problem by entering into production contracts, which let him keep the 
paper title but deny him control. 

I hardly need elaborate on the growing concentration of power in 
the U.S. economy. Look at the $10 billion acquisitions by Chemical 
Bank, Time Warner, Union Pacific railroad, and Wells Fargo. The same 
trend has been underway in agribusiness. Four firms slaughter 75 or 
maybe 80 percent of all cattle. Even more relevant, though, is the 
latest agribusiness development -- firms' employing as a competitive 
device their vertical control over raw material supply. They do it by 
ownership, as of feedlots, or by contractual arrangements. The truly 
key consideration is that as they do that, they shrink and eventually 
eliminate the market access on which traditional agriculture depends. 

Farmers' "Non-instinct" 

I must throw in a word that for years was almost my signature 
theme relative to the structure of agriculture. It's that traditional 
agriculture is itself essentially defenseless. It need not be so; but 
we face the irony that the individualism that is the strength of our 
farming system is also its fatal weakness. It generates no power 
center for organizing defensively. I have long put it in terms of 
agriculture's non-instinct for self-preservation. 

The ·short-term Prospect 

Where will it all end? In a summary word, I J01n other economists 
in expecting proprietary hog production to join poultry in total 
conversion. Next to come is dairy, and then cattle feeding. Beef cows 
and calves will be protected better. Field crop production is more 
difficult to predict. My hunch is that individual landholding will be 
retained, though much will be in the hands of nonfarmers. Field work 
will be done by contractees or by wage employees. 

I put it this way because it is so attractive to assume that 
current developments will come to rest at a stopping place that is not 
far distant. That is possible. But I am skeptical. I think it more 
likely that all that will be left will be beef cows and niche 
operations such as pick-your-own strawberries. 

1Harold F. Breimyer, "Future Organization and Control of u.s. 
Agricultural Production and Marketing." Journal of Farm Economics, 
December 1964, pp. 930-44. 
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The Longer View -- A Sustainable Agriculture 

Surely I have made it clear that I interpret the industrialization 
of agriculture primarily in terms of organizational structure -- who 
will own and control. I have said that the major forces for change 
have arisen outside agriculture and are not to be attributed to poor 
performance by traditional agriculture -- unless we call farmers' 
difficulty in organizing themselves defensively as malfeasance on their 
part. 

In farming circles these days we hear almost as much about a 
sustainable agriculture as about industrialization. The two terms pair 
off well: they are exact opposites. Traditional agrarian agriculture 
is sustainable, or can be made so. An industrialized agriculture is 
patently nonsustainable. It depends critically on resources that are 
depletable, fossil fuels above all. When the price of motor fuel 
climbs to $5.00 and then $10.00 a gallon and agriculture finds itself 
producing as much biomass product as food, the trends in our agri
culture that we fret about at this seminar will themselves be only a 
part of history. Hog factories will not stir debate because there 
won't be any. Maybe there won't be any hogs, other than those fed 
garbage. 

To go back to the figure of speech with which I began this paper, 
the question of whether we are at a marriage or a funeral, I suggest 
that sometime fairly early in the next century a great many of today's 
industrial practices in farming will be ready for burial. They will 
have passed from the scene. What then will constitute U.S. agriculture 
is a proper topic for a future Breimyer seminar. 

MANURE NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT UPDATE 

John A. Hoehne, P.E. 
Extension Agricultural Engineer 

The Missouri Department of Natural Resources is the regulatory 
agency with enforcement responsibility for animal manure management 
systems. Its efforts are directed to the control of point source 
pollution from "concentrated animal feeding operations." 

A concentrated animal feeding operation (CAFO) is defined as 
an operating location where animals have been, are, or will 
be stabled or confined and fed or maintained for a total of 
forty-five (45) days or more in any twelve (12) month period; 
and a ground cover of vegetation is not sustained over at 
least fifty (50) percent of the animal confinement area. 

The "Missouri Approach to Animal Waste Management" continues to be 
based on the "no discharge" concept. The "no discharge" concept 
requires that there be no discharge of manure pollutants to surface or 
subsurface "waters of the state." Manure and all water that comes.in 
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contact with manure or animals in a concentrated animal feeding opera
tion must be collected and stored until such time as the effluent can 
be applied to a soil-plant filter such that no "runoff" occurs from the 
owner's property. The nutrients contained in the stored manure and 
effluent are used to supply fertilizer nutrients and as a soil amend
ment for the production of crops and forages grown on the soil-plant 
filter. 

The "no discharge" concept has been the basis of animal manure 
management systems since the beginning of the voluntary program about 
25 years ago. Some of the design numbers have been refined but the 
basic design concept has not changed. 

At that time, producers could have University Extension agricul
tural engineers or Soil Conservation Service personnel design systems. 
An application for a Letter of Approval from the Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources would typically consist of a farmstead plan and 
several design sheets that determined the size of the manure management 
system components. An application now is often 40-plus pages and will 
typically require 40-100 hours of professional engineering design type 
for completion. Procedures for permitting confined animal feeding have 
experienced many changes during the past 25 years. 

Missouri's environmental rules and regulations directed toward 
concentrated animal feeding operations are currently being revised. 10 
CSR 20-6.300 Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations is scheduled to be 
filed with the Missouri Secretary of state November 15, 1995, for 
publication in the Missouri Register. Major changes in definition and 
regulation relative to swine production are, to the best of my know
ledge, those I list briefly below. However, engineering design 
standards implementing the "no discharge" concept remain in effect and 
unchanged. 

Class IA swine operations are defined as confined feeding opera
tions with a designed stocking rate equal to or greater than 17,500 
head of swine (7,000 animal units) at one location. They are required 
to 

get a site specific permit. 
include, in their application for a permit, a list of mailing 
addresses for all adjacent property owners and applicable 
planning and zoning agencies. 
retain services of a full-time resident engineer during 
lagoon seal construction and compaction tests for inspection 
and certification. 
conduct barrel testing to determine lagoon leakage rates on 
all newly constructed lagoons. 
enga~e in operational monitoring and reporting of wastewater 
nutr1ent levels, land application sites, application rates, 
etc. 
engage also in environmental monitoring of soil nutrients 
wastewater discharges, and storm water runoff from th~ 
property; in-stream monitoring of any waters of the state . 
tha~ ad?oin or pass ~hrough the property; and groundwater 
mon1tor1ng of wells, 1f determined necessary. 
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Class IB swine operations are defined as confined feeding opera
tions at one location having a designed stocking rate of 2,500 (1,000 
animal units) to 17,499 swine above 55 pounds. They are required to--

have a general operating permit. Such a permit is for 5 
years and is to be renewed following a general state-wide 
public comment period. 
have a permit that may allow discharge when chronic rainfall 
events occur. These would include precipitation of more than 
24 hours that exceeded the one-in-ten-year frequency. 

All applications for permits or letters of approval must be 
stamped by a professional engineer registered in the state of Missouri. 

New Class I operations shall apply for construction permits at 
least 180 days prior to the start of construction. 

Class I concentrated animal feeding operations that cease opera
tions must maintain a valid operating permit until all lagoons and 
waste storage facilities are closed in conformity with an approved 
closure plan. 

"Nothing shall prevent the department [of Natural Resources] from 
taking reasonable action that facilities do not discharge into waters 
of the state, including requiring permits or letters of approval for 
facilities normally exempted under this rule" (10 CSR 20-6.300). 

The sensitive watersheds/areas section was not included in 10 CSR 
20-6.300 as proposed. A work group has been formed to make recommenda
tions to the Clean Water Commission for action by May 1996. 

The original proposal required all wet handling animal feeding 
operations over 200 animal units (500 swine) located in the designated 
sensitive watersheds to obtain either construction and operating 
permits or letters of approval, as appropriate. New or expanding 
facilities within the L1 drinking water supply watersheds could only 
apply process wastes at the conservative application rate not to exceed 
100 pounds of nitrogen per acre per year. 

Other Non-regulatory swine Programs. Another proactive program 
important to Missouri swine producers is the Environmental Assurance 
Program of the National Pork Producers council and Missouri Pork Pro
ducers Association. This program features individual producer training 
in the area of environmental self-evaluation. swine producers will 
also have the option of enlisting the assistance of non-regulatory 
persons for a critical environmental evaluation of their production 
operations. The initial phase of this program is scheduled to begin 
early in 1996. 

The University of Missouri agricultural engineering extension 
project and the water quality section are in the process of developing 
a series of swine manure nutrient management fact sheets. The Missouri 
Department of Natural Resources is partially funding the fact sheet 
development with water quality grant funds received form U.s. EPA 
Region VII. These guides will be available in 1996 to assist Missouri 
swine producers. 
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THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF AGRICULTURE: 
WHY WE SHOULD STOP PROMOTING IT 

John E. Ikerd 
sustaining Agricultural Systems Program 

University of Missouri 

Let me explain first that Bruce Bullock and I were asked to 
present, successively, the less favorable and more favorable aspects of 
the industrialization of agriculture. Neither of us has been entirely 
faithful to the assignment. For my part, I will review some of the 
economic and social factors explaining industrialization, and I will 
credit several with being sound and logical. But there are also sound 
logical reasons to question the alleged merits of industrialization. 
I will be questioning them. I will especially question whether we 
should be using public dollars to "promote" industrialization. Our job 
is to provide people with information. Citizens should decide whether 
they want to stop something or promote something, based on that 
information. 

I have three basic reasons for questioning the industrialization 
of agriculture. First, most of the economic and social benefits from 
industrialization of agriculture have already been realized. They were 
significant, but little is left to be gained from further specializa
tion, mechanization, and routinization of agricultural production and 
marketing. Second, increasing environmental, social, and economic 
costs are associated with the industrialization process. Marginal 
costs of industrialization may already have exceeded marginal benefits. 

Third, there is growing evidence the industrial era is coming to 
an end. Industrialization was the model or paradigm for human progress 
in the twentieth century. It is rapidly becoming obsolete. Peter 
Drucker writes in his book the Post-Capitalist Society, "Every few 
hundred years in Western history there occurs a sharp transformation. 
Within a few short decades, society rearranges itself -- its worldview; 
its basic values; its social and political structure; its arts; its key 
institutions. Fifty years later, there is a new world ..•. We are 
currently living through just such a transformation" (1994, p. 1). 

Drucker did not address agriculture as such. However, we all know 
agriculture's grand record. Through specialization, mechanization, 
simplification, and routinization u.s. agriculture bent nature to serve 
its own needs. The vagaries of biological processes were harnessed to 
transform fields and feedlots into biological assembly lines. Econo
mies of large-scale, specialized production were achieved. 

Publicly funded research and education programs supplied many of 
these new industrial technologies and strategies. 

Industrialization of American agriculture resulted in the most 
efficient agriculture in the world. Agriculture can be proud of its 
successes. But most of the objectives of industrialization have been 
achieved. Much of what industrialization can do for America has been 
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done. This is certainly true on the production cost side. Of the ten 
cents out of their income dollar that consumers spend for food, one 
cent goes to the farmer and nine cents go to marketing and input firms. 
We now pay more for packaging and advertising than we pay the farmer to 
produce the food. 

Even as the benefits of an industrial agriculture to society have 
narrowed, the perceived threats have become more visible: threats to 
the environment, threats to the natural resource base, and threats to 
the quality of life of farmers, of rural residents and of society as a 
whole. All these questionable or negative features have increased. 
The industrial technologies that have added so much to agricultural 
productivity have now become the primary focus of growing public 
concerns. 

Industrial systems historically have degraded their environment, 
and have depleted the natural resource base. Commercial fertilizers 
and pesticides, essential elements in a specialized, industrialized 
agriculture, have become a primary source of growing concerns for 
environmental pollution. Industrialization has transformed an 
agriculture created for the purpose of converting solar energy to 
human-useful form, into an agriculture that uses more non-renewable 
fossil energy than it captures in energy from the sun. 

Industrial systems of production also degrade the human resource 
base. Henry Ford is quoted as once saying that the biggest problem in 
running a factory is that you have to hire whole people when all you 
need is two hands. Large factory farms transform independent decision 
makers into farm laborers, people who only know how to follow instruc
tions or directions and not how to make decisions. 

Another way to look at what is happening is to credit industriali
zation of agriculture as sensible so long as the farmers who were 
displaced could find more productive employment in the larger economy. 
However, the days of good paying factory jobs are gone. American 
industry simply doesn't need any more displaced farmers. 

As farms have grown larger and more specialized, agriculturally 
dependent rural communi ties have withered and died. Larger farms meant 
fewer farms and fewer farm families to support local schools, churches, 
public institutions, and retail businesses. In addition, larger farms 
tend to bypass local communities in purchasing production inputs and in 
marketing their products. It takes people, not just production, to 
sustain local communities. 

Sustainable Agriculture 

In the full-length version of this paper I call attention to the 
idea of our moving into a post-industrial age, as expressed by thinkers 
such as Peter Drucker, Alvin Toffler, and Robert Reich. 1 Drucker writes 
of the post-business society, and the knowledge society. Toffler's 
thinking is similar. The linear, sequential systems that characterize 
industrial production are being replaced with networks of simultaneous 
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systems of production. Synergism is replacing specialization as the 
primary source of productivity. 

Reich's notions are similar, but he uses the language of the "mind 
workers" who will play an even bigger role in the future than they do 
now. He also employs terms such as symbolic-analysis. 

u.s. agriculture provides a prime example of over-application of 
the industrial paradigm. The early gains of appropriate specialization 
in agriculture were indeed splendid. But more recent technologies may 
well have done more damage to the ecologic and social resource base of 
rural areas than any societal benefit they created via production 
efficiency. 

Agriculture probably lagged behind the rest of the economy in 
industrialization because its biological systems were the most diffi
cult to industrialize. Agriculture by nature doesn't fit industriali
zation; it has to be forced to conform. Consequently, the benefits are 
less, the problems are greater, it became fully industrialized last, 
and it is likely to remain industrialized for a shorter period of time. 

In fact, a new post-industrial paradigm for American agriculture 
is already emerging under the umbrella of sustainable agriculture. The 
sustainable agriculture paradigm has emerged to solve problems created 
by the industrial model, primarily the pollution of our environment and 
degradation of our natural resource base. Furthermore, this new para
digm seems capable of creating benefits the industrial model is inher
ently incapable of creating, such as greater individual creativity, en
hanced dignity of work, and more attention to issues of social equity. 

The sustainable agriculture paradigm is consistent with the 
visions of Toffler, Drucker, Reich and others of a post-industrial era 
of human progress. Sustainable agriculture is management intensive. 
Sustainable systems must be individualistic, site-specific, and dyna
mic. Thus, sustainable farming is inherently information-, knowledge-, 
and management-intensive. 

The sustainable model is clearly biological rather than mechani
cal. In biological systems, individual elements must conform to their 
ecological niche. Big, specialized farms will be sustainable only if 
their "niche" is equally large and homogeneous. It will take "mind 
work," not physical or economic muscle, for farmers of the future to 
find a niche where they carry out their function by means that are 
ecologically sound, economically viable, and socially responsible. 

Why should we stop promoting the industrial paradigm of farming? 
Because there is growing evidence it is obsolete, old fashioned, out of 
date, and may well be doing more harm than good. Why should we stop 
promoting the industrialization of agriculture? Because a new post
industrial model is emerging which deserves at least a share of our 
time and attention. 

Many of my colleagues will respond that we do not promote indus
trialization or any other particular model of farming. But, we do. 
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The agricultural establishment, including agricultural colleges, may 
not intentionally promote industrialization, but it is nonetheless 
promoted by their attitudes and actions. 

Finally, we need to quit promoting industrialization because it 
detracts from our fundamental purpose as an · academic institution. That 
purpose is to build the productive capacity of people -- to promote the 
public good by empowering people to be productive in tJ;le post
industrial century of human progress. The foreseeable sh1ft to a 
knowledge society puts the person in the center. 
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THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF AGRICULTURE: 
SOME FAVORABLE CONSEQUENCES 

J. Bruce Bullock 
Professor of Agricultural Economics 

Industrialization of American agriculture is the inevitable by
product of technological change in a market economy. 

My objective in this presentation is not to argue that industrial
ization of agriculture as such is either good or bad. Rather, my 
objective is to identify and discuss the powerful change forces that 
are causing this industrialization to occur. I will also mention some 
outcomes of our industrialization that are generally regarded as 
favorable. 

Three change forces will be examined: 

1. Technological development within a market-driven economy. 
2. Conversion of the u.s. food industry from a producer-driven 

system to a consumer-driven one. 
3. Globalization of the food system. 

Technology 

Depending on one's view of how the world ought to be, technology 
is regarded as either the key that unlocked mankind from the dismal 
future foreseen by Malthus 200 years ago, or as an unnecessary and 
unwanted change force that prevents us from forever dwelling in the 
good old days. 
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several characteristics of new-agricultural technology need to be 
recognized as we try to understand the forces that are driving the 
industrialization of American agriculture. 

I find the following observation by Milton Kransberg to be an 
insightful perspective about the impact of technology: ~echnology is 
neither good nor bad, nor is it neutral. (Kransberg's F1rst Law.) 

Think about the changes that have occurred in agricultural 
production technology over the past 50 years. I suggest that when you 
do, you will observe that new technology is almost always: 

1. productivity-enhancing 
2. management-intensive 
3. capital-intensive 
4. not scale neutral 

Also, it benefits high quality resources more than lower quality ones. 
I will now review implications that follow. 

Productivity-enhancing. New technology enables us to produce two 
blades of grass where one grew before. Conversely, new technology 
increases the productivity of resources. As we increase the output per 
man-hour of labor with new technology, we reduce the number of people 
required to produce the same amount of food. 

Depending on one's perspective, the new technology can be said 
either to have enhanced greatly the productivity of farmers, or to have 
driven x percent of farmers out of business. It is interesting that we 
boast about how the American farmer today feeds 129 people, double what 
it was only a few years ago. But at the same time, we lament the 
disappearance of the 25 percent of the farmers that were made redundant 
by the productivity-enhancing technology that made the first statement 
possible. These two developments are the flip sides of the same coin. 

Mankind has been spared the dismal existence foreseen by Malthus 
because productivity-enhancing technology expanded food production 
faster than population grew. Restructuring of the food production 
system is a necessary and, indeed, quite desirable by-product of 
technological change. 

Management-intensive. Agricultural production technology is 
increasingly complex. Not just anyone can make effective use of all 
~ew t~chnology. Effective use of new technology requires more 
1ntens1ve management of resources -- a lot more than purchasing a new 
gadget and plugging it in. 

Busines.s management skills are not uniformly distributed across 
the popula.t1on of farmers or any other set of business managers. 
Fa~ers w1thout the management skills required to utilize new 
agr1cultural technology effectively will be disadvantaged. In some 
cases, they will even be disenfranchised by the new technology. 
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capital-intensive. Today's large-capacity cropping equipment 
(i.e., tractors, combines) carry $100,000-plus price tags. Moreover, 
some of them require five acres just to turn around. Investment 
requirements for state-of-the-art production facilities for dairy and 
swine operations require more than $2,000 per cow or per sow. 

The average producer in the MIR (mail-in-records) program has 
about $1 million invested and generates only about $8,000 returns to 
management and family labor. Like it or not, American agriculture has 
become a capital intensive business and new technology simply moves it 
further in this direction. 

Not Scale Neutral. By this we mean that larger scale producers 
are quite often able to make more effective use of new technology than 
are smaller scale producers. Moreover, quite often the technology is 
economically viable only when the purchase and operating costs of the 
technology are spread over relatively large operating units. This 
characteristic of technology is, of course, not limited to agriculture. 
New technology has created enormous economics of scale throughout 
today's economy. 

This characteristic of new technology leads to some suggestions 
that we alter the research agenda in order to produce new technology 
that would generate an advantage for small scale producers. However, 
even if this strategy were successful, it could not be expected to 
shift the economics of scale back towards smaller operations. Suppose 
we developed a technology that resulted in substantially lower produc
tion costs if used on 10 acre fields rather than on 100 acre fields, or 
in lots of 10 cattle rather than 100 cattle. Large scale producers 
would simply replicate the technology to achieve the cost reductions 
and maintain the income advantages of a large scale production system. 

More Favorable to High Quality Resources. A 10 percent increase 
in yield is more beneficial to a producer with 200 bushel per acre 
yields than to the producer with 100 bushel yields. New corn produc
tion technology simply intensifies the cost advantage of central 
Illinois and Iowa relative to other areas of the Corn Belt. New 
technology also leads to regional shifts in production. 

These five characteristics of agricultural technology simply 
verify the validity of Kransberg's First Law that technology is neither 
good or bad, nor neutral. 

New technology has made industrialization of American agriculture 
possible. However, couple this new technology with a market-driven 
economy where entrepreneurs are free to develop new products and new 
production systems, and the stage is set for major changes in the 
structure of the food production system those we call the 
industrialization of American agriculture. 

Change of Focus 

The second force has been the conversion of the u.s. food industry 
from being producer-driven to consumer-driven. The U.S. agricultural 
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production system long ago developed a capacity to far exceed the basic 
food needs of the American consumer. The focus of the food system has 
shifted from marketing whatever the American farmer wanted to grow to 
producing those products that meet th~ increasin~ly demanding standards 
of the American consumer for conven1ence, qual1ty, and healthfulness 
that can be purchased with a declining share of the consumer's income. 

The food market of today is a much more demanding market than the 
traditional agricultural product market. All of a .su~den, variations 
in size and quality become significant character1st1cs that affect 
value. Production systems that can reduce variation in size and 
quality, and can also promise stable supplies from one time period to 
the next are preferred to older systems with unpredictable variation in 
size and quality and less dependability. 

Increased control over variability in quantity and quality of 
output is one of the payoffs to industrialization of a production 
process. Indeed it is one of the objectives of industrialization. 
Therefore, a natural and expected evolution of a highly developed 
economy (i.e., an economy where consumers spend a small and declining 
share of their income on food) is toward industrialization of its food 
system. 

Globalization 

The final force driving industrialization of the American food 
system is globalization. We are increasingly observing the removal of 
the political, economic, cultural, and communications barriers that 
have divided the world. Thirty-two of the 129 people that the American 
farmer now feeds live outside this country. Moreover, as u.s. agri
cultural production capacity continues to grow faster than u.s. popula
tion, exports offer the only growth market for the u.s. food system. 

The potential for growth in export markets for u.s. agricultural 
commodities such as corn, wheat, soybeans, etc., has peaked. Further
more, the increasingly affluent potential consumers of Europe, Asia, 
and Latin America are at least as finicky as American consumers, if not 
more so. Both U.S. and foreign consumers will increasingly demand that 
their food supply be grown and processed under specified, controlled, 
and certified conditions and that there be minimal variations in 
quality. 

Concluding Observation 

. Indust~ialization of the .food system results in structural changes 
7n the . a971cu~tural produc~1on system. Moreover, the impacts of 
1~dustr1al1zat1on are not un1formly distributed across existing parti
C1pants. 

Given the fiv~ ~haracte!istics of agricultural technology some 
segments of the ex1st1ng agr1cultural production system will be made 
redundant by technology-driven industrialization structural change 
will contin~e to occur as the U.s. food system ·evolves from a u.s. 
producer-dr1ven to a global consumer-driven system. 
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of world war II. By industrialization, economists mean the substi
tution of capital for labor and the incre~ses in size of producti~n 
unit that make specialized management prof~table -: ~anagem7nt spl~t 
off from labor. In animal agriculture, the most v~s~ble ev~dence of 
industrialization is confinement; dare I use the F word, factories? 

What are the driving forces behind the industrializ~tion o~ a~ri
culture? Basically they are the same as those that have ~ndustr~al~zed 
the rest of the economy. Entrepreneurial profits go to th?se who can 
increase productivity. Science and technology and the r~ght set of 
rules of the economic game provide a flood of opportunities for doing 
things better. For example, animal science research has contributed 
mightily to increasing the number of pigs weaned per sow, milk yield 
per cow, and pounds of broilers produced per pound of feed. 

A primary driver of the industrialization of animal agriculture in 
the past half century has been the .quantum jumps in scale of the farm 
producing unit. The 1950s' brood of 2,000 broilers would soon jump 10 
to 15 fold. The egg producer who once had 5,000 hens now has a minimum 
of 20 times, and sometimes 300 times, as many. The farm feedlot of 500 
head of beef cattle is now a commercial lot that is 50 to 100 times as 
large. A Minnesota study published in 1965 maintained that 50 sows 
was a viable size hog operation. Now it is probably five times as 
large and perhaps larger. More importantly, the big hog producer of 20 
years ago with his 10,000 head now produces 200 times as many. 

A major exception in this dramatic increase in the scale of animal 
production is feeder calf production. The size of the beef cow herd is 
generally tied to the forage acreage controlled {usually owned) by the 
herd's owner-manager. Since ownership and contro~ of our forage acres 
is broadly distributed among a million or more farmers, and no other 
consumer of pasture competes strongly with beef cattle, the production 
of feeder calves has remained mostly in small herds, much as it was a 
half century ago. I expect the average herd size to increase slowly 
from its current 40 cows but I see no dramatic change in the future 
structure except for more vertical coordination. Production of feeder 
calves does not fit the factory or broiler models. 

A second major driver of the industrialization of much of animal 
agriculture is a tighter extra-market coordination between production 
and processing, and sometimes with input supply as well. I need to 
explain what I mean by extra-market coordination. Market coordination 
involves producing hogs by one set of people, slaughtering them by a 
second set, and retailing the pork by a third set. Prices and simple 
communication provide market-place coordination. Prices carry a 
powerful message. However, sometimes a need for vertical coordination 
arises that is more detailed and direct than the market can provide. 
Suppose that you want to establish a factory in the Midwest to process 
several fresh vegetables. You can process only specific varieties and 
qualities of vegetables treated in specific ways with pesticides. You 
can process exactly X tons per day and it won't do to get 2 X tons some 
days and no deliverie~ other days during the processing season. so you 
re~ort to c~ntracts w~th producers that guarantee their market and your 
da~ly suppl~es. There are costs associated with fieldmen and contracts 
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but controlling quality and day by day volume cuts costs considerably 
compared with relying only on market coordination. I emphasize that 
there are some negatives as well as positives in this extra-market 
coordination, so don't take for granted that it applies to every 
species in animal agriculture. 

Let's get down to more specific cases. Both cattle feeding and 
broiler production went through a rapid increase in scale. A rapid 
growth in the consumption of both fed beef and broilers lubricated the 
changes. But broiler production evolved into a vertically integrated 
system in which the production unit is far larger than the broiler 
house, while cattle feeding did not. Why the difference? 

Why was it that extra-market coordination has paid off in broilers 
and not in cattle feeding? Broiler production is much like those 
Midwest vegetables. Almost everything about the broiler industry is 
perishable with little salvage value_, so everything and everyone has to 
move by the same tight calendar. That tight calendar applies to the 
hatcheries, baby chicks, finished broilers (a two-day window for 
slaughter) , and fresh broiler cuts. Downtime at any point in the 
broiler pipeline escalates costs. In today's world, broiler merchan
dising demands a uniformity that begins with the breeding stock and 
continues through the production process. The risks in an open market 
of uneven flows and quality are simply too much to be tolerated in 
broilers. 

In contrast, beef production follows a much more relaxed and 
extended calendar. Thus far, a vast variety of breeds and production 
practices and sizes of ranches has been feasible. Must the beef 
production system be converted to the broiler system in order for beef 
to become more competitive? Perhaps, but remember that every creature 
has its particular evolutionary niche. The cow-calf system has been 
tied to forage resources; it will not be totally freed from such ties 
within the next quarter century. 

I quite agree that both the broiler and beef production systems 
will continue to evolve, so this is not a prediction of an unchanging 
status quo. The broiler system these days is being led by the 
processor-merchandiser, who has a strong incentive to coordinate the 
entire production complex. I suspect that Tyson's competitive edge in 
growing past its rivals lies in its merchandising. Beef cattle 
production lacks a Tyson. Perhaps it will get one eventually. Perhaps 
much will change, eventually. 

Before I turn to hogs, more should be said about the evolution of 
broiler integration. The broiler industry made its big switch in the 
1950s from independent producers to an "integrator" system, consisting 
usually of feed dealers (acting on their own or as representatives of 
big feed companies), who financed production under contract in order to 
save or expand their feed business. At about the same time, processors 
were integrating downward into production so as to control their daily 
supply of birds. Rapid improvements in breeding, nutrition, and 
disease control were lowering costs and increasing the scale of the 
feasible unit. Rather quickly it became apparent that full vertical 
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integration in big production complexes with size keyed to the sub
stantial economies of scale in processing paid off, so feed companies 
added processing facilities and processors added feed mills. But one 
by one in the 1950s and 1960s most of the feed companies sold out. 
Processors-merchandisers took over. 

Forty years ago it was assumed that hogs would quickly take the 
broiler path. Big feed companies and pork packers tried all sorts of 
hog contract programs in the Midwest and elsewher~. But production 
units were still small scale. Most of the 1ntegrators became 
discouraged and quit just as the revolution in scale of production unit 
got underway. By the mid 1970s, technology and management techniques 
were making a unit of 300 or even 500 sows feasible. The big unit 
changed from being high risk in 1970 to highly competitive today. 
Numerous hog owner-managers -- especially in North Carolina -- plowed 
back their profits and confidently multiplied the number of their pro
duction units. They sometimes contracted with producer-growers to 
build units and finish out pigs or farrow sows for them. Contract 
production proved appealing to a Murphy or Carroll. Note a very 
important point. This sort of contract production was not vertical 
integration of feed company andjor processor. Mainly the so-called 
integrator in North Carolina was not, and is not, a commercial feed 
company or packer. contract production has been a way for successful 
hog producers to capitalize on their hog management skills. It was not 
an extra-market way to coordinate production and processing. 

The larger part of contract production of hogs is not yet 
vertical. Whereas contract production served vertical integration in 
poultry, it has mainly served the enlargement of scale in hogs. I 
often compare contract production of hogs by a larger producer such as 
Murphy or carroll to McDonald's franchising of fast food outlets. 
There are some obvious differences but also interesting similarities. 
Murphy saves on capital and speeds its growth by contract production 
just as McDonald's does by franchising. Murphy provides a production 
system with fieldmen and the discipline to see that it is followed. So 
does McDonald's. Murphy's growers are attracted by the steady cash 
flow, the tried and true prescriptions, and the reduced risk of 
contract production. .McDonald's franchisees are attracted by much the 
same. 

What we have been witnessing in hogs in the past 20 years and will 
likely continue to witness for the next 20 years is a massive adjust
ment to the simple fact that the 50 sow herd is no longer the optimum 
size. Production has become a science that a company with management 
and capital can extend to a hundred thousand or more sows distributed 
in confinement units of 1,000 or more. 

So far the hog revolution is one of scale but not of extra-market 
coordination. Both those factors were at work in broilers. Probably 
extra-market coordination will arrive for hogs in the next quarter 
century. We already see some of it in North Carolina where there are 
only two packer outlets and rapid growth in production increases 
concerns about shackle space. It is certainly possible that big produ-
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cers, like Murphy and Carroll and Prestage, will settle for marketing 
contracts but it is also possible that they will buy or merge with a 
packer. Likewise it is conceivable that big production companies will 
dominate hog production everywhere 25 years ahead and that they will 
have ownership or tight contractual links to packers. But some 
traditional hog production will probably survive. Twenty years after 
the big swing to commercial feedlots, there are still some cattle being 
fed on crop farms in the Midwest. That will probably be true for a 
small minority of hogs in the year 2020. I'm confident that most hogs 
will be produced by specialized producers. I expect that a few big 
producers will produce more than 25 percent of the hogs and that most, 
not all, of the nation's hogs will be produced by fewer than 3,000 
producers. I won't argue that such a change in inevitable. We simply 
don't know enough at this stage to foresee all the contingencies that 
could befall the industry in the next 25 years. The next decade is 
likely to produce a lot of price pressure so we will see how well the 
200 to 1,000 sow outfits can compe~e with the Cargills and Murphys. 

Dairy has its own unique features. Scale has risen slowly in the 
Midwest. Milk perishability has always required extra-market coordin
ation and the producers have largely been able to control the process 
via their coops and the institution of marketing orders d~veloped 60 
years ago. Moreover, they have long reduced price risks via federal 
price support programs, although that era appears to be ending. 

Scale changes are now revolutionizing dairy. I'm told that the 
success of a dairy herd reflects greatly the skill in management. The 
big herd prospers because it can reward skilled full-time management. 
The 500 to 5,000 cow herds common for decades in Southern California 
are spreading east. To me, dairy seems to be following the beef feed
lot evolution to fewer and far bigger units in much more concentrated 
areas. I do not see processors owning or contracting for a sizable 
part of production. The dairy coops will be severely tested during 
this upcoming period of structural change. I hope that milk producers 
are able to keep their coops to help them guide their destiny. 

The changes in turkeys have largely followed broilers, but the 
changes have occurred more slowly and less completely. Independent 
producers and moderate sized producer-processors still exist. Turkey 
production moved slowly off the range to confinement and more year
round production as the non-holiday market for turkey parts evolved at 
retail. Feed companies and processors got into production contracting 
in the 1960s. Most production today is tied to processors by produc
tion contracts or joint ownership. Such extra-market ties reduce risks 
and costs, although probably not as much as in broilers. I would 
expect the further evolution of turkeys to follow the broiler model. 

Let's review what I've been trying to say. Every industry's 
evolution is conditioned by its history including the specific players, 
the changes in specific technologies, and the economic environment. 
But no industry is totally an island to itself. I have focused on two 
drivers of change -- big increases in the economic scale of operation 
and extra-market vertical coordination. Scale is easier to understand 
and observe than coordination. Every animal species except cow-calf 
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has had significant increases in scale economies si~ce Worl~ War II. 
When such changes are big enough they threaten fam1ly farm1ng as we 
have known it, and typically move production into more conc~ntr~ted 
areas. Changes in scale do not push processors and feed c~mpan1es :nto 
animal production. However, in a period of chan~e these f1rms may Jump 
into production because they spot big profits 1n large scale produc
tion. Note also that commercial feed companies have generally been the 
eventual losers in these evolutionary changes. 

Why have I omitted consumer demand as a driving force? Some 
business economists give it the leading role in structural change. 
consumer demand is indispensable. Production cannot exist without 
consumption. But the indispensability of consumer demand does not make 
it a change agent. The broiler and turkey processors have done a fine 
job of courting consumers. Both the pork and beef industries are 
trying to do a better job of understanding consumer buying patterns. 
Perhaps those efforts will lead in the future to more extra-market 
coordination in those production systems, but it may fall short of 

ownership integration. My point is that most changes up to now have 
not been demand driven. 

When there is a net pay-off to extra-market coordination it will 
occur, as happened in poultry. So far, payoffs to vertical 
coordination in livestock have not been so general or convincing, other 
than via coops in dairy. I realize that I'm contradicting various 
stories in the press suggesting that vertical coordination is rolling 
down on us like a landslide. Those stories are based on superficial 
analysis or none. Where markets don't work well, extra-market vertical 
coordination pays off. That has been true in milk. Hog market 
problems are apparent in North Carolina with only two pork packers. 
Vertical coordination can be achieved through coops or marketing 
contra~ts or production contracts or various forms of joint ownership. 
The da1ry producers have managed to control vertical coordination to 
~eir advantage. It is not yet apparent whether vertical coordination 
w1ll take over Midwest hog production, or what kind it might be. 

INDUSTRIALIZATION'S IMPACT ON RURAL MISSOURI COMMUNITIES 

Bill Heffernan 
Professor of Rural Sociology 

be d~rious of the ~ssues about industrialization of agriculture can 
a essed by asx;1ng the question, "Who provides farmin 's labor 

~anagement, and c~p1~al?~ In traditional agriculture, the iarmer ha~ 
e~~~t~~~ d;~~ustr1al1zat1on changes the answer: "Separate persons or 

be We can sltrike a ~istorical parallel with manufacturing It all 
gan severa centur1es ago with the ft • 

specialization. The craftsman did era . s system of individual 
industry -- the putting-out- t eve:ythJ.ng • Next came cottage 

sys em -- wh1ch brought a partial separa-
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tion between production and marketfng. The third stage was, of course, the factory system. In a sense it reverts to craft specialization, but workers are separate from managers and the suppliers of capital. If family farm agriculture has borne more than a little resemblance to craft organization, we can say that integration in broilers has features of cottage industry. Various later developments such as mega hog operations are more like the factory structure. 

On other occasions I have pointed out other aspects of what is happening in agriculture, such as the growing concentration among firms marketing and processing farm products. I will not repeat the data here. Also noteworthy is the globalization that is taking place. Transnational firms have a big role. Not only finance capital is internationally mobile, but technology too. Transnational firms are conveyors of technology all over the world. 

In all the talk about industrialization of agriculture, a question that needs to be asked is this: who is looking into the welfare issues of society? 

I return again to the matter of whether labor, management, and capital are separated or combined. In any family business, be it a family grocery, a family-owned elevator, or a family farm, the profit is returned to the composite supplier of labor, management, and capital, and the money is spent in the local community. .when a corporation comes in, labor is regarded as just another input, to be recruited as cheaply as possible. The return to management and capital largely leaves the community. This is particularly the case where the managers do not live in the local community. In Missouri, Premium Standard Farms are an exception in that the managers are located locally. 

Persons who doubt that the form of business makes a difference to rural communities should look at the coal mining regions of Appalachia. There; outside mining companies came in. They hired workers at as low a wage as possible. The economic benefits associated with natural and 
human resources left the community immediately. 

As we now watch corporations come into rural farming communities, I think we are seeing the same thing happen. 

I touch now on another social aspect of industrialization. A year ago at this seminar I pointed out the difference between craft workers who are involved in decision making, and factory workers who perform routine jobs. I asked which of the two can be expected to make the best rural community leaders. In all the studies I have seen about what is required to get economic development in a community, what always comes out on top is leadership. I suggest that the occupational role of persons in the rural community makes a great deal of difference in terms of their leadership potential. 

My final comment only opens up yet another broad subject and consideration in the industrialization of agriculture. It inquires into the relationship between the local business structure and 
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environmental protection. It's a sweeping generalization t~at insofar 
as business management is located afar ?ff, less concern. 1~ felt and 
expressed for protecting the local env1ronment.. In add~t1on to the 
highly publicized concerns such as ~aste d1sposal 1n. me~a hog 
operations, questions can be, and are, ra1sed about food san1tat1on and 
safety, and about working conditions for t?e rural people who are 
employed in large processing plants located 1n the country. 

In considering the industrialization of agriculture, we ought not 
fail to look into how it relates to the welfare issues of society. 

HOW TO SLOW INDUSTRIALIZATION 
Nebraska's Initiative 300 

Marty Strange 
Program Director, Center for Rural Affairs 

The center for Rural Affairs has been involved for two decades in 
a wide range of issues that are important to rural America including 
farm programs, rural economic development, sustainable agriculture, and 
environmental impacts of current farming practices. The Center has 
taken much interest in the industrialization of agriculture. I will 
offer a few general comments before reporting on experiences with 
Nebraska's anti-corporate-farming provision, known as Initiative 300. 

First I touch on the question of whether an industrial agriculture 
on the one hand, and dispersed forms of agriculture including a 
sustainable agriculture on the other, can co-exist peacefully. I don't 
believe they can. By decision or drift we will move farther toward one 
or the other. 

Industrial and traditional agriculture have different market 
requirements, and different policy requirements. one origin of these 
differences lies in different approaches to risk. Industrial agricul
ture, like the manufacturing industry it resembles, generally involves 
scale economies and specialization of process. It is a high volume, 
low margin operation and risk is one of its big costs. The approach 
taken in industrial agriculture is invariably to externalize risk -- to 
force as much .of its cost as possible on someone else. That's what 
resistance to environmental regulation is about, and some forms of 
contracting. 

Industrialized agribusinesses are necessarily involved in creation 
~f demand fo7 their ~ig~-volume products. To large extent they engage 
1n product d1fferent1at1on for the purpose. Without meaning to be dis
respectful I have to challenge the notion -- the claim often made -
that changes in the por~ industry are driven by sovereign consumer 
demand. In my observat1on, food products are not differentiated as 
sharply as their advertisers would have us believe. 

. Nebrask~'s I~i~iative 300 is a corporate farming restriction that 
1s~roperly 1dent1f1ed as article 12, section a, of the state's consti
tut1on. It was adopted by the initiative process; hence its name. It 
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is somewhat similar to Missouri's corporate farming statute, yet 
differs in some respects. First, as a part of the constitution it 
cannot be changed by the legislature. Secondly, it is sterner and more 
effective than Missouri's law, and in fact than the law of any other 
state. Its coverage is broad; it covers not only land ownership but 
the operation of farms and ranches. The term farming and ranching is 
defined in the measure to include specifically the ownership, keeping, 
or feeding of livestock. So a corporation cannot even own livestock 
that are custom fed in another feedlot, or contract-produced. 

The Nebraska measure, unlike the corporate farming law of other 
states, has no exemption for the so-called authorized farm corporation. 
The family farm corporation is exempt, but it is defined more narrowly 
than in other states. In Nebraska two conditions must be satisfied. 
One is that a majority of the livestock must be owned by members of the 
family. The other is that one of the family members must either live 
on the farm or be engaged in day-to~day labor and management. 

Nebraska's amendment is distinctive in yet another respect. Under 
it, if the state's attorney general does not enforce the measure when 
a violation occurs, any citizen or entity has standing to proceed in 
court. 

Also a feature of the Nebraska corporate farming restriction is 
that there is a lot of public resolve behind it. That, in turn, is 
accounted for in part by earlier experience when big farming corpora
tions did a lot of harm to Nebraska's sandhills, damaging the soil and 
dragging some farmers and local credit institutions down with them. 

My last comment relates to the allegation that a corporate farming 
restriction shrinks a state's economy -- that potential investors will 
go elsewhere. The Nebraska record is that since 1982, when Initiative 
300 was adopted, the state has gained market share in cattle and hogs, 
as well as in processing and slaughter capacity. This is the record in 
the face of the toughest corporate farming law in the nation. I 
believe that one explanation, among others, is that family farmers are 
free to compete with confidence that what they do on their merits is 
going to determine the outcome of their performance. 
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M~~~w. . The Mis·souri Agricultural Experiment Station does no.t discriminate on the basis of race. 
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